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Ufc 254 fight card

Event: UFC 254: Khabib vs. GaethjeDidation: Sat., October 24, 2020Infedal: Flash Forum on Yas Island in Abu DhabiBroadcast: ESPN + PPV, ESPN2 Related Live! UFC 254 Results &amp; Play-By-Play! STREAM UFC 254 LIVE HERE! UFC 254 PPV Main Event on ESPN +: 155 pounds.: UFC lightweight Champion Khabib
Nurmagomedov vs. UFC Interim Lightweight Titleholder Justin Gaethje UFC 254 PPV Main Card for ESPN+ (2 p.m ET): 185 pounds. Jared Cannonier265 lbs.: Walt Harris vs. Alexander Volkov155 pounds.: Phil Hawes vs. Jacob Malkoun125 pounds.: Lauren Murphy vs. Liliya Shakirova205 pounds.: Magomed Ankalaev vs. Ion Cutelaba
UFC 254 Preliminary Card on ESPN2/ESPN+ (12 p.m. ET): 265 pounds:: Stefan Struve vs. Tai Tyvasa 170 pounds: Alex Oliveira vs. Savkat Rahmonov205 pounds: Sam Alvey vs. Da Un Young135 pounds. Prelims Card on ESPN+ (10:30 am ET): £125.: Liana Jojua vs. Miranda Maverick155 pounds.: Joel Alvarez vs.m. Alexander
Yakovlev Remember that MMAmania.com will deliver LIVE round-by-round, blow-by-blow coverage of the entire UFC 254 fight card here, starting with the early ESPN + Prelims online matches, which are scheduled to start at 10:30 am ET.m then the remaining undercard rest on ESPN 2/ESPN+ at 12 p.m ET, before the start time of the
main PPV card at 2 p.m.m ET on ESPN+. To check out the latest and greatest UFC 254: Khabib vs. Gaethje news and notes be sure to knock up our comprehensive event record here. Fight card, bout order and the amount of fights are subject to drastic changes due to various global quarantine restrictions.*** For more upcoming UFC
events click here. Completed MMA Event ImperatorFishrat Huh.Cursed Greg. Careful with the axe! mulefloyd The only time I enjoyed a Khabib performance and so at least mildly interested in his next was this fight. Only time I've seen him be a dynamic ground fighter instead of static. I agree on the Tibau fight, but it was obvious that
Khabib had improved throughout the early version himself. The SGI comparison is very apt IMO, at least the post-Serra version, as both were very focused on defensive tactics and control to never be really fun. * Edit on 10.27.2020, 2:12 PM ET * FireFist45 6 fighters made their super-debut (inside extremely padded) fought only 6 fighters
with winning records in his first 16 fights when Khabib was about to fight someone like Tony Ferguson who had plans for him in the ground game - meaning a lot and a lot of blood spilled - Khabib would suddenly have a medical issue and cant fight because he cut too much weight or something. Tapology members can make predictions
for upcoming MMA &amp; Boxing matches. UFC 254 is closed for Predictions. A total of 3,815 members made predictions for this event, breaking down as follows. Leaderboard of the best predictions from the member: UFC 254 Leaderboard Jon Gambrell / Associated PressKhabib Nurmagomedov has a new challenge to zero in on his
record of 28-0 in the main main UFC 254 to Justin Gaethje. Human Highlight has opened up a fun path for a light title shot. The former world wrestling series champion bounced back from back-to-back losses to Dustin Poirier and Eddie Alvarez to beat James Vick, Edson Barboza, Donald Cerrone and Tony Ferguson from TKO. This is a
stretch of opponents who will have lighter champions looking at bigger odds than usual to keep the belt around their waist. Nurmagomedov is not a regular champion. He's an undefeated champion with his own list of impressive losses. Barboza, Poier, Conor McGregor and Rafael dos Anjos are among those who have tried to give
Nurmagomedov his first loss. No one's come very close. The Eagle didn't just manage to beat them all. He has done so while imposing his trademark dominance on each of them and rarely misses even a minute of the round. Gaethje trying to do this is one of the biggest headline stories in the latest pay-per-view from Fight Island. Main
card (2 p.m ET on ESPN+ PPV)Khabib Nurmagomedov (c) -335 ($100 bet to win $29.85) vs. Justin Gaethje (ic) +265 (bet $100 to win $265)Jared Cannonier -110 vs. Robert Whittaker -110Alexander Volkov -190 vs. Walt Harris +150Phillip Hawes -250 vs. Jacob Malkoun +195Lauren Murphy -215 vs. Liliya Shakirova +170 Magomed
Ankalaev -335 vs. Ion Cutelaba +250Prelims (Noon ET on ESPN2/ESPN+)Stefan Struve -112 vs. Ty Tuivasa -112Alex Oliveira -112 vs. Shavkat Rachmonov -112Da-Un Jung -345 vs. Sam Alvey +260A Preliminary (10:30 a.m. ET to fight pass)Casey Kenney -10 177 vs. Nathaniel Wood +140Miranda Maverick -400 vs.. Liana Jojua
+300Joel Alvarez -175 vs. Alexander Yakovlov +138Odds via DraftKings SportsbookCan Gaethje stay upright long enough to hurt Nurmagomedov? Justin Gaethje has openly admitted that he did not see much film of Khabib Nurmagomedov in preparation for their title fight. At this point, the Nurmagomedov project is no secret. I didn't see
any movie about Khabib, Gaethje told Mike Heck of MMA Fight. I've watched his fights throughout his career because I'm a huge fan of everything. I've always focused on being my best self. He hasn't fought anyone who's fought as hard as he has, I have. Everyone says they're ready, and I'm not going to let him put me on the fence. If I
do, then I'm screwed. Eagle's approach to opponents is unified. With a 28-0 record behind it, why would Gaethje expect to see something different? Nurmagomedov is going to hit with him only as long as it takes to set up his takedowns and look to pulverize Gaethje like any other opponent has. The only question that really lies in the fight
is what Gaethje do to delay that takedown in each round and if it will be enough to do damage. The interim champion is obviously one of the most dangerous strikers in the division. McGregor was able to land 51 major strikes in their bout that saw Nurmagomedov win by the fourth-round submission. If gaethje can find a way to increase
this number from one by one It will be interesting to see what he does with the opportunity. In all likelihood, he won't find the space to do that. He may be well aware of the need for distance in this fight, but so has almost every other Nurmagomedov fighter he has seen. Prediction: Nurmgaomeedov through decisionCan Whittaker
neutralize cannonier power? The co-main event pits two of the top contenders for Israel's middleweight crown Adesanya against each other. Close odds indicate a close match on paper, and it seems he will play out this way for as long as it lasts. Whittaker has a greater track record of greatness. The former welterweight has only lost to
Adesanya as a middleweight and has a championship belt to his name. But Cannonier has the most impressive winning streak going. Since it comes down to middleweight from heavyweight then light heavyweight, it has a man's destruction crew. After losing three of four races at 205 pounds, including losses to Dominick Reyes and
current champion Jan Blachowicz, he has torn off three straight stoppage victories. These have come against David Branch, Anderson Silva and Jack Hermanson. It's not about who he's beaten, though. It's about how he beat them. Cannonier's strength seems to have made the transition to middleweight while still cutting the necessary
weight to move like a middleweight. The Killa Gorilla is a smooth striker who has shown a knockout power punch in the division. Whittaker is the most well-rounded striker, but the strength Cannonier has may be the big equaliser. His knockout punches for Branch and Hermanson were both organic counters that were timely and fluid.
However, they crushed both guys as if they had thrown a wild haymaker. The Reaper will have to find a way to avoid the right hand for three rounds if his superior kickboxing can carry him to a victory. It's a long time to avoid being cut. Prediction: Cannonier through the second round TKOAre Volkov or Harris still relevant in the
heavyweight division? A former Bellator and M-1 World heavyweight champion, Alexander Volkov came to the UFC with some recognition in other promotions. He lived up to that hype by starting off with a four-match winning streak that included victories over former champion Fabricio Werdum and Stefan Struve. Walt Harris's UFC career
began with much more humble beginnings. He was just 4-6 in his first 10 matches with the organization before a four-match winning streak (with his victory against Andrei Alovski later turned into a no contest) brought him to prominence. Neither of them was able to fully cash in on his momentum. Volkov has lost two of his three matches.
The only victory came in a decision against Greg in a race that arguably should have been won by a wider margin. The big ticket was last knocked out by Alistair Overeem in the second round of their main event fight in May. The loser of this race is going to have a hard time marketing themselves as a candidate for the foreseeable future.
The winner will have a chance to remain relevant the department, especially if they win convincingly. Volkov's recent losses have come against two opponents who possess extreme weapons. Curtis Blydes has some of the best cuts in the department. Derrick Lewis' power changes the game. Harris has none of those characteristics, at
least not to the extent of Volkov's previous opponents. Harris' hands are relatively heavy, but he should be the best power-puncher to win this. Volkov's length and movement are strengths that should be the determining factors in an extended impressive battle. Prediction: Volkov via decisionI if you or someone you know has a problem
with gambling, crisis counseling and referral services can be accessed by calling 1-800-GAMBLER (1-800-426-2537) (IL). Gambling problem? Call 1-800-gambler (NJ/WV/PA), 1-800-9-WITH-IT (IN), 1-800-522-4700 (NH/CO) or 1-800-BETS OFF (IA). 21+. NJ/PA/WV/IN/NH/IA/CO/IL only. Yields and lines are subject to change. Eligibility
restrictions apply. See draftkings.com/sportsbook for full terms and conditions. Conditions.
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